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MASSAGE HAIR



Congratulations on having purchased our massage  
armchair. Please read this instruction manual carefully  
before using it (especially the points regarding safety) in  
order to use the armchair correctly. Keep this manual  
somewhere close by so that you can always refer to it if  
needed.
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SAFETY RULES

•Never set the armchair in wet/damp areas or where dust can  
accumulate as these could cause an electrical fault or a  
mechanical dysfunction.

•Never use the massage armchair inside your home if the room  
temperature is over 40°C.

•Never place the armchair near a heat source (oven, chimney,  etc...) 

or indirect sunlight.

Do Not use the armchair if:
•The armchair is wet

•Your hands are wet

•Only clean the chair with a dry cloth

•It's advisable not to use the massage armchair for more than 30  
minutes at a time and that you drink 2 glasses of water after using it.

Situations where you should not use the massage armchair:

Switch the armchair's massage system off if it gets wet or seems not to be  
working properly,if any part of the armchar is damaged or  
malfunctioning,if any part of the armchair appears to be damaged or  
wiring is exposed,if you feel unwell or feel any pain during the massage,or  
if ther has been a general electrical fault.

When the massage system of the armchair is not in use:

•Make sure it is switched off

•Unplug the armchαir’s massage system from the mains when you are  

not going to use it for long periods of tim

•Keep the massage armchair clean and dry place.



Disassembling the massage armchair:

• Do not remove the back of the armchair .

•Do not try to disassemble or repair the armchair yourself.

Correct way to handle the mαins plug:

•Check that you have the right voltage.

•Never use force on the cable or plug.

•Never pull the cable with wet hands.

•When removing the plug, hold the plug itself, do not pull on  
the cable.

•Do not use the armchair massage system if either the cable or  

the plug are damaged.

The Parts forming the massage armchair:

1)Back  

2)Armrests  

3)Seat  

4)Footrest  

5)Control unit
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Functional Description of Massager

I. Graphic presentation of Controller

  1. ON/OFF: turn on/off selection key

  2. HEAT: heating on/off key

  3.INTENSITY: strong/weak selection key.

  4. MODE: working mode selection key

  5. BACK: back massage function selection key

  6. LUMBAR: lumbar massage function selection key

  7. THIGH: thigh massage function selection key

  8. LEG: leg massage function selection key

  9. TIMER: set working time key

  10.AUTO: automatic mode key

II. Operating Instructions
1.Insert the power into the DC socket
2.Press the ON/OFF key to start the unit, when the unit will enter the 
first mode to run for 10min in the medium step, with all the 
corresponding indicators illuminated.
3.Press the HEAT to turn on the heating function.
4.Press the TIMER key, the unit’s control time will switch between 
10min, 20min and 30min.
5.Press the FUNCTION key to select different working modes 
6.Press the INTENSITY key to select the high and low the intensity of 
vibration.
7.Press the BACK, LUMBAR and THIGH key will to massage the 
different places of the body 
 8. Press the AUTO, will switch with automatic working mode.



Massage Areas
• The arm chair comes in two parts that are easily  

assembled and easy to clean.

•It has 1 hand control unit for controlling the  

massage functions.

-8 vibratin massage points,heating function  in 

the lumbar region and 2 levels of intensity.

-9 different types of massage.

Resting Function&Close the Recliner

 Pull the plastic handle to open the chair to recline.

 Use your legs press hardly on the chair footrest to close the  
Recliner.



Principal characteristics of the armchair

1) Components:

•Back, seat,armrest,footrest,1 control unit and the power supply.

2) Functions:

•Reclining back, extendible footrest, lumbar region heating  

function, massage function and elevating function.

3) Usage:

•Indoors, avoid high temperatures and wet or damp areas.

Precaution:

•Never sit on the hand control or place heavy objects on top of it

•Do not drop the hand control on the floor.

•Do not tug on the electric able.

•Do not use the hand control with wet fingers.

•Do not press or touch the buttons with sharp objects.

•Never unplug the hand control unit wihout first turning the  
current off.

•The massage armchair should left to rest for 30 minutes after it has  
been used for 30 minutes.

Effecs and benefits of the massage:

•Alleviates muscular fatigue.



1) Position the armchair back so that it  

fits into the seat,you will hear a “click”  

when it is in place.

2) Connect the massage and heating supply  

cable pins.Fit the pins properly in the manner  

shown in the image. Do not force  

them,they only have one correct position.White to White  
Red to Red

Assembly Instructions:

3)The pins must be connected correctly.If the arm  

chair starts working when you finally turn it on and  

doesn't stop,it will be because the pins have been  

connected the wrong way round.If that should  

happen,turn the power off and connect the pings  

correctly.

4)pull out the trigger on the right side of the chair  

and the footrest will extend,push the backrest with  

your back contiuously until it reachs the maximium  

degree. NOTICE: THE BACK CAN'T MAINTAIN IN THE  

MAXIMIUM DEGREE WITHOUT PUTTING A WEIGHT  

ON IT



Troubleshooting:

If the armchair is not working, check the following chart.

Make sure you turn the power off and unplug from the mains.  

If you have any questions, please contact us. Do not  

disassemble or repair any part of the armchair yourself.


